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the final product of the course is a set of three
vertical maps, at minimum, focused on process
and causes in contrast to typical sections. each
map must dissect one region of the city that
represents the consequences of its singular
urbanization process. the first map should show
the conditions of pre-urbanization. the second
map should show the current condition of both
grounds and subterranean, including natural and
artificial resources. lastly, the third map should
represent the students speculative disposition
strategy for aboveground and underground
natural and artificial resources to mitigate the
impact of climate change. to reach these final
products, the class will invite diverse experts,
including a geologist, a hydrologist, an ecologist,
urban historians, and respective city officials, in
lecture, discussion, and workshop format. the
south african coast represents a good example of
a region where virtually all marine habitats are
heavily impacted by human activities 13 . in
addition to extensive industrial and recreational
fisheries, human modification of the coastline for
both coastal defence and tourism has resulted in
the destruction of seagrass beds, alteration of
sediment dynamics, and removal of rocky reef
habitats 14 . these effects, coupled with declining
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water quality and coastal erosion, have all
contributed to the decline in seabed fish species
diversity 15 . the live coral community on the
acesta wall was composed of both madrepora
oculata and lophelia pertusa, with acesta clams
often observed in association with small
overhanging features (fig. 5c,f ). the vertical to
subvertical wall generally consisted of thick to
very thickly bedded (i.e. >600 mm thick beds),
light orange to greyish white sedimentary units,
which were favoured by coral communities. in
places, these thickly bedded units were
sufficiently weak to allow for boring of the surface
by marine biota. thin (60200 mm thick) to
medium (200600 mm thick) spaced, light
yellowish grey to greyish white sedimentary beds
were frequently interbedded with the thickly
bedded units. the acesta clams were found to
colonise the underside of these thinner beds,
which dipped out of the cliff face to create the
overhanging ledges.
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all outputs from the vm packages are in the form
of a touflow output, which can be opened with
touflow, the tuflow scientific visualization and

analysis program. in the vm package, the touflow
output was renamed to have a unique title, with

the suffix of vertical.. the vm output can be
viewed in touflow as a list of items in the same
order as the input (fig. 3). items in this list are
labelled by their unique names from the vm
package. a label can be dragged to a touflow

window to see a 3d model of the item in the same
window (fig. 4). other features such as contours

and 3d polylines can be added to the touflow
window by right-clicking on the corresponding
labels. each vertical file contains two arrays of

numbers: (i) an array of depth values, and (ii) an
array of elevation values. the depth array can be
accessed at the same location as the elevation
array by using the left index (left = 0), and the
right index (right = 1). the last recorded depth
value is the depth of the point recorded by the
last multibeam profile. in a single vertical, the

vertical profile of the seafloor is continuous, and
the different vertical structures are simply
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separated by the vertical profile of the seafloor. as
a result, the depth and elevation values of the

multibeam profiles must be adjusted in the
vertical files in order to align with the vertical

structures. an example of this process is shown in
fig. 5. the last recorded depth is indicated by the

yellow line (fig. 5a). the depth and elevation
arrays of the vertical file were then adjusted to

reflect the last recorded depth (blue line, fig. 5b).
finally, the depth and elevation arrays were

adjusted to match the vertical profile (green line,
fig. 5c). 5ec8ef588b
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